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 USA boasts that its soldiers are the most advanced war machine on earth. What do you think? 6.1k. The Official 2014 Party
USA Blog "Death to America" & "American Tears" Rejoice, you who love freedom, the proud nation of Ukraine has been

restored to Russia! After most of its territory was gained in a short war with the US supported fascist Government in Georgia,
Russia seized its opportunity to attempt to take over the little nation of Crimea. Americans would not have it. They are famous

for their "hybrid wars" and the one they have been carrying out against Russia was the "little war." Obama was given a little
nuke with which to pull it off. He did. It failed. The traitor President Obama is babbling that the US lost its last conventional
war and now has "only" to win with "soft power" and his little "peaceful" nuclear "cake" which no one wants. Russia, on the

other hand, seems to be winning as the Americans are losing their nation. But look at those brave russian warriors giving their all
for their mother Russia. If you are new to this site, please view our Welcome Guide. If you are a returning visitor, please click

the "New Blog" link below. What a view. Moscow is visible on the right, the Don river is on the left. On that date, November 8,
1945, it was the site of a decisive battle that brought the Second World War to a close. It was the second and final battle for a

large part of Europe. This site is maintained by "A Proud American" and is not affiliated with any municipality, county, state or
national government. Site Contents Copyright � 2018, "A Proud American" All Rights Reserved Any communication or

material you send to the site may be used for future reference in any form, and by any means, without compensation or prior
permission, but are otherwise not restricted. Remember, this is a "public" site.Performance of demyelinating cerebellar ataxia

patients during pegboard task: a neurophysiological study. We performed a neurophysiological study on patients with cerebellar
ataxia (CA) to clarify which types of lesions could be involved in the pathophysiology of a specific clinical picture. A study

group included nine patients with CA (group A) and nine patients with other types of ataxia (group B 82157476af
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